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of color. According to Koch-Brinkmann, Etruscan wall 

paintings are influenced by Greek painting techniques 
since they show parallels to paintings on white lekythoi. 
They are more advanced in the depiction of depth, how- 

ever, since figures in the back are not defined by a differ- 
ent color, but by darker shades of color. Thus Etruscan 

paintings help to reconstruct the appearance of paint- 
ings at a time when white lekythoi ceased to be made. 

Some of Koch-Brinkmann's observations have inter- 

esting implications. For instance, it is often thought that 

preliminary sketches, like those on the grave stelai of 

Demetrias, were used in the late fourth century not only 
to define the outlines of figures but also to use hatching 
to create shading. A similar technique, however, occurs 
on a white lekythos from the Kerameikos (3146), which 
was made 100 years earlier. Similarly, for the tomb of 

Persephone at Vergina (late 4th century), Koch-Brink- 
mann believes that the lack of colors in the figures around 
Hades and Persephone is not caused by erosion but indi- 
cates that the painting was never completed. For techni- 
cal reasons she attributes the group of Demeter and Moira 
to a different artist. The author's reconstruction of the 

original colors of polychrome paintings is of particular 
use in the case of the wall paintings of Campania, where 
it helps to determine the accuracy of Roman copies of 
Greek paintings and to distinguish Roman invention from 
the Greek original. 

Koch-Brinkmann's brief discussion of ancient writers 
on the history of painting is necessary, but does not add 

anything new. A short but useful index gives easy access 
to the subjects discussed in the book, but regrettably 
there is no summary, which would make the book a less 

daunting read for non-German speakers. 

THOMAS MANNACK 

BEAZLEY ARCHIVE 
ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM 
OXFORD OX 1 2PH 
THOMAS. MANNACK@BEAZLEY- 

ARCHIVE.OXFORD.AC. UK 

ARCHAISCHE KERAMIK AUS OLYMPIA, by Erika Kunze- 

Gdtte,Joachim Heiden, andJohannes Burow. (OlForsch 
28.) Pp. ix + 316, figs. 10, pls. 90. Walter de Gruyter, 
Berlin 2000. DM 200. ISBN 3-11-016559-7 (cloth). 
Three separate contributions are brought together 

here to fill an important gap in the publication of finds 
from Olympia. Kunze-G6tte studies the Laconian and 
Elean Laconianizing decorated pottery, Heiden the 
Corinthian, and Burow the Attic black-figure. It is re- 
markable how undistinguished the Corinthian and Attic 

black-figure pottery is for such a wealthy sanctuary. The 
Laconian, however, rises above its average quality and 

quantity, reinforcing notions of a special Spartan inter- 
est in the sanctuary. 

H. Kyrieleis, the series editor, explains in the fore- 
word the poor preservation of the pottery and the gener- 
al method of study (comparisons with vases found else- 
where), since almost none of the pottery came from con- 
texts helpful for either dating or use. A plan of the sanc- 

tuary, however, would still have been helpful to readers. 
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In the Laconian catalogue, 107 pieces represent at 
least 65 cups (39 with figured tondos) and a dozen vases 
of other shapes. The quality is unusually high, leading 
Kunze-Gotte to argue for their presence here as dedica- 
tions. Vases trickle into Olympia from 600 to 550 B.C., 
becoming steadier thereafter, including one or two vases 

by each of the major Laconian artists, except the Bo- 
reads Painter with a half dozen or so. 

Kunze-Gotte makes an important contribution in dis- 

tinguishing a group of high quality cups from the last 

quarter of the century, otherwise a period of decline for 
Laconian; because of their details of drawing, excellent 
black paint and lack of white slip, she suggests they were 
made by artists who spent time in Athens. The group 
(Chimaira Painter, Cyrene Painter, a newly named Olym- 
pia Painter, and a late follower of the Naucratis Painter) 
is called the Reform Workshop. Her theory has merit, 
especially because of the technical improvements. 

Occasionally, dating of vases, figure identifications, and 
attributions are less cautious than expected. These should 
be judged individually. A few figure identifications were 
missed: nos. 21 A (pl. 11) may show a draped figure stand- 

ing behind the chariot team; 35 F (pl. 15) has a hoplite 
holding chariot reins(?) rather than a sword; and 49 A 

(pl. 25, upside down) should be the base of the neck and 
at right the raised wing of the siren. Most significant, 
though, since it obviates a lengthy discussion (23-6) of 
Mischwesen and the Seedrachenleib is 9 E (pl. 4), which is 

upside down and in fact joins fragment 9 A, giving the 

Gorgon's arm, part of her dress, and some black-red feath- 
ers of her wing. 

Another 32 pieces (nos. 108-139), mostly jugs, are 
identified as Laconianizing products of Elean vase mak- 
ers, as the paler fabric, popularity of animals, especially 
birds, and awkward drawing styles make clear. Laconian 
influence in Elis can be traced back to the seventh cen- 

tury, but most of the pieces are dated to the second half 
of the sixth century. No. 123 (pl. 45) is likely upside 
down. 

J. Heiden's study of the Corinthian pottery catalogues 
107 selected pieces out of a minimum total of 258 Corin- 
thian vase finds at Olympia. Of the 258, 103 are kotylai 
and 104 are perfume containers (68 aryballoi, 17 alabas- 
tra, 19 lekythoi), suggesting to Heiden their use at Olym- 
pia as personal items by visitors or athletes (respectively) 
rather than votives. (There are, however, seven minia- 
ture vases [nos. 99-105] which one assumes were dedica- 
tions.) This is remarkable, and is supported by the Athe- 
nian pottery, mainly lekythoi. The earliest Corinthian 

pieces are two Thapsos Class vases (Late Geometric), with 
another 19 pieces down to the Transitional phase. The 
other 83 are late seventh to sixth century or later. The 
increase in numbers is explained by the growing popular- 
ity of the Olympic festival rather than by any strength- 
ened relationship with Corinth. Only two vases stand out 
from the main group, a round aryballos (no. 27) of the 
Soldier-Dancer Group with komasts wearing helmets, and 
an Early Corinthian panther-shaped plastic vase (no. 96). 

Of the Attic black figure vases, about two dozen had 
been published before, while Beazley listed 10 lekythoi 
and a skyphos. J. Burow catalogues 646 pieces, mostly 
lekythoi (438), cups (about 100) and skyphoi (about 50); 
13 fragments from Panathenaic amphoras are worth not- 
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ing. Some cups (ca. 550-525 B.C.) are of better quality, 
perhaps brought as votives, but otherwise the vase paint- 
ing runs from average to abysmal. The very earliest in- 
cludes cup fragments by the Heidelberg Painter (560- 
550 B.C.), a large band cup by Lydos and krater frag- 
ments from Lydos's Circle (550-540 B.C.), but the ma- 

jority are lekythoi of the late sixth to first quarter of the 
fifth century (Class of Athens 581 and Haimon Painter 

Workshop are common; the best is by the Athena Paint- 

er). The latest are palmette lekythoi reaching beyond 
the mid fifth century. No special or common themes stand 
out on the vases. 

Kunze-G6tte provides an index of all Laconian vases 
she cites as comparisons, as well as a general index and 

plate index for her contribution. A concordance of in- 

ventory numbers to catalogue numbers for all three stud- 
ies is found at the end, as is a list of negative numbers for 
each plate. Notably absent, however, is a list of painters 
and workshops for each of the studies. 

Vase descriptions are commendably complete in the 

catalogue entries. Photographs are excellent; profiles and 

drawings are useful, especially for the Corinthian. We 
must indeed be grateful to all three scholars for the care 

they have taken in publishing at last this large body of 
fine ware pottery from such an important site. 

GERALD SCHAUS 

DEPARTMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGY AND 

CLASSICAL STUDIES 

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY 

WATERLOO, ONTARIO N2L 3C5 
CANADA 

GSCHAUS@WLU.CA 

CORPUS VASORUM ANTIQUORUM. DEUTSCHLAND 72. 

HANNOVER, KESTNER-MUSEUM 2, by Alexander 

Mlasowsky (Union Academique Internationale.) 

Pp. 88, pls. 63, Beilage 13. C.H. Beck, Munich 
2000. DM 142. ISBN 3-406-46822-5 (cloth). 
The first volume of the CVA devoted to the Kestner 

Museum in Hanover appeared in 1971 (not 1976 as stat- 
ed in the preface of this volume under review) and in- 
cluded the Attic Geometric, Black-figure, Red-figure, and 

White-ground vases. This second volume is a potpourri of 
some 149 vases, old and new acquisitions, Greek and non- 
Greek, in many styles: Late Helladic, Boeotian, Attic 
(Geometric, Black-figure, Red-figure), Corinthian, East 
Greek, South Italian Red-figure (Apulian, Campanian, 
Paestan), Etruscan Corinthianizing, Daunian, and 
Gnathian, Black-glaze, and Hellenistic relief-ware. 

This volume also marks the end of a long tradition for 
the German volumes of the CVA: the plates are now print- 
ed on both sides and bound in with the text and profiles. 
Doubtless economic necessity has forced this change, 
but it is a pity, especially for those interested in style. 
The quality of the plates is generally excellent. Only 
about one quarter of the vases have their profiles includ- 
ed, however. If the art of the potter is to be considered 
on an equal footing with that of the painter, should not 
more vases have profile drawings? They are particularly 
important for dating nonfigured work (for example, the 
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Protocorinthian skyphos and cup, pls. 6.6 and 6.7). Those 
that are published are at 1:1, not always necessary, in- 
deed on occasion causing confusion (see Beilage 9). 

The descriptions of the scenes are generally accurate 
and easy to read, but there is little analysis of iconogra- 
phy. The author has included many references for the 
more ambitious vases, but the bibliography might be more 
selective. A useful addition here, as in some previous 
volumes of the German CVA (e.g., Wfirzburg 4), is the 

provision, wherever possible, of capacities and weights. 
The Munsell soil color chart or the CEC chart would have 

provided a more objective description of the color of the 
fabric. Moreover, use of diluted glaze and accessory color 
should have been more carefully detailed. 

Because the vases cover such a diverse range, one can- 
not expect the author to be an expert in all areas. We, 
therefore, offer the following comments in the hope 
that they may increase the usefulness of this volume. 

Pl. 7.1-5 (1960.29): the author cites as comparandum 
an olpe in CVA Turin (Torino) I-it is in fact in Turin II. 
The accepted citation for Amyx, Corinthian Vase-Painting 
of the Archaic Period (Berkeley 1988) is CorVP, not CVP. 

Pl. 9.11-14 (1966.27): an aryballos with a very com- 
mon motif (palmette with felines either side). The au- 
thor compares this with work by both the Reggio and 
Borowski painters, but the vases assigned to these two 
hands vary considerably (Benson vs. Amyx). Attribution 
of such generic work is very difficult. 

Pls. 21-24 (L9.1989): a fragmentary dinos with stand, 
attributed to the Kyllenios Painter by Moore (but see D. 
Williams on the Sophilos dinos, "Sophilos in the British 
Museum," Greek Vases in theJ. Paul Getty Museum 1 [1983] 
30, who cites von Bothmer). The attribution needs more 

explicit argument, as the proportions of the animals seem 
different from other vases attributed to this hand. The 

subjects show an equestrian race (with tripods) below a 

centauromachy, which might have had Kaineus in the 

missing section on one side. It is interesting that the 

height of the bowl (38.5 cm) is very close to that of the 
Louvre dinos (38), which also has an equestrian race (with 
many tripods) below a gigantomachy. 

PI. 29.5-6 (1992.202): Beazley, ARV225.7 and p. 1636, 
states that this cup was in the Lucerne Market (Ars Anti- 

qua, Auktion 3 [Antike Kunstwerke aus Sammlung Prof. B. 
Meissner] 1961, 101 and pl. 43); this should have been 
mentioned. 

P1. 38.1-3 (R 1906.159): the author may be correct in 

identifying the scene on side A as "Dionysos and 
Maenads," but Trendall was more cautious. The object 
above the head of the youth is not a "flower" but a styl- 
ized goat skull, presumably indicative of a sanctuary. 

P1. 40.1-3 (1966.76): this small red-figure bell-krater is 
listed as Apulian, perhaps from a local workshop, datable to 
the third quarter of the fourth century, but the vase is 
Attic of the very end of the fifth century, probably a mi- 
nor, late work by the Kadmos Painter, showing the rela- 

tionship between him and the Painter of London F 64. 
P1. 41.1-4 (775): Hermes does not wear "Oriental head- 

gear,"just a normal (for Apulian) petasos (the front part 
of the brim is lost in the break). The description should 
indicate that this must be the meeting at Sparta. 

Pl. 45.1-3 (782): this kantharos is by the Baltimore 
Painter; the only doubt expressed in RVAp (p. 882) about 
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gear,"just a normal (for Apulian) petasos (the front part 
of the brim is lost in the break). The description should 
indicate that this must be the meeting at Sparta. 

Pl. 45.1-3 (782): this kantharos is by the Baltimore 
Painter; the only doubt expressed in RVAp (p. 882) about 
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